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Orchid Thai 

"Authentic Thai Delights"

This elegant Thai restaurant has been delighting locals with their

authentic preparations for more than a decade now. The diverse menu at

Orchid Thai includes everything from Pad Thai and curries to noodle-

based creations. Menu specialties include Princess Shrimp, Pad Pao Tak

and Sweet and Sour Fish. Serving portions are generous, and the

restaurant can accommodate groups with ease. The ambiance is elegant,

with low-lighting and oriental decor choices. The restaurant is available

for private events as well.

 +1 313 962 0225  www.orchidthaidetroit.com/  115 Monroe Avenue, Detroit MI
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Bai Mai Thai 

"Relaxing Thai Restaurant"

This East Side Detroit restaurant is known for its tranquil atmosphere and

authentic Thai offerings. Decorated in a decidedly Thai-style theme, Bai

Mai features comfortable wooden booths, handmade decorations

adorning the walls. The dimly lit dining room featuring hushed reds and

browns, offers a perfectly serene environment for a peaceful meal. With

Thai music playing softly in the background, and the relaxing sound of an

in-house waterfall, it's easy to forget about the hectic world outside. Make

sure to try the tom yum goong (Thai sweet and sour soup with shrimp), a

house specialty. If you've ever been to Thailand, you'll know that Thais

love this soup, so if a Thai restaurant has good tom yum, you can be sure

that the rest of the food is up to par; Bai Mai passes this test!

 +1 313 567 8424  baimaithai.com/index.html  suchada@baimaithai.com  1541 East Lafayette Street,

Detroit MI
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Sala Thai Restaurant 

"Thai Flavors"

For the flavors of Thailand in a warm, inviting atmosphere, check out Sala

Thai in Eastern Market. Hungry visitors to this restaurant inside an old fire

station are greeted with a menu full of classic Thai dishes as well as some

specialties. Sala Thai is also very popular with the takeout crowd because

of its location downtown near Eastern Market, and of course the delicious

food. The servers are always happy to recommend dishes if you're finding

yourself overwhelmed by choices.

 +1 313 831 1302  www.salathai.us/SalaThai/about.ht
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 3400 Russell Street, Detroit MI
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Bangkok Cafe 

"Taste of Thailand"

Located in the heart of Ferndale, Bangkok Cafe has been serving up

delicious Thai food to Metro Detroit for a good number of years. So

popular is Bangkok Cafe that over the years they have won an impressive

number of "Best Of" awards. The restaurant seats only a limited number

of guests at a time, however the wait for the food is definitely worth the

time, patience and money.

 +1 248 548 5373  323 West Nine Mile Road, Ferndale MI
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Amarin Thai Cuisine - Warren 

"Thai Delight"

At Amarin, diners get fully immersed in the unique seasoning and spices

of Thailand. Combining local produce with classic Thai ingredients like

kaffir lime leaves, basil and tamarind, Amarain cooks up authentic Thai

dishes like Pad Sarm Sahai (chicken with broccoli and bamboo),Tom Kha

(coconut milk soup with shrimp or chicken) and the famous traditional

dish Pad Thai. The dining space features comfortable seating, perfect for

a family dinner or night out with friends. Whether eating in or taking out,

Amarin serves some of the most delicious Thai food in Metro Detroit. The

Thai word for delicious is aroi mak, essential vocabulary for dining here.

 +1 586 582 8787  www.thaicuisine4u.com/  11528 12 Mile Road, Warren MI
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